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Background. Understanding and modeling high-order chromatin organization is a fundamental
problem in computational genomics. Chromosome fold into complex shapes by itself mostly by
following rules written in the genomic sequence. People have been studying the process closely
trying to discover the rules from measured interaction frequencies in Hi-C matrix. Following recent
success in using deep learning to model point interactions such as enhancer-promoter interactions
directly from genomic sequence, there seems to be similar pathway from genomic sequence to general
Hi-C interactions, which leads to modeling general rules behind high-order chromatin interactions.
Aim. We consider the problem of identifying high-order chromatin interactions from human genomic sequence solely. Concretely, we seek to explore how we can use genomic sequence alone to
predict pairwise interaction frequencies of loci that forms Hi-C matrix and whether we can identify
high-order interaction patterns such as topologically associating domains (TADs) from it.
Data. The dataset we use consists of two main parts, raw genomic sequences and the their pairwise
Hi-C interaction measurement. The raw genomic sequence dataset is from GRCh37/hg19 produced
by Genome Reference Consortium. The Hi-C measurement data is from GM12878 repository.
Methods. We take a deep learning approach taking genomic sequences as input and perform
regression on Hi-C interaction measurements. The deep neural network use a combination of
convolution and recurrent neural network LSTM to predict interaction frequency. Once trained,
the model can be used to predict Hi-C matrix for any given region and the predicted interaction
matrix can be analyzed for higher-order interaction structures.
Results. Our model is capable of extracting sequence interaction patterns and predict interaction
matrix visually similar to Hi-C measurement. According so some metrics we define, the level of
structural agreement is high and TAD structures are recovered with good accuracy.
Conclusions. We show for the first time that we can use a deep neural network to model interaction between genomic sequences that can predict interaction matrix where high-order chromatin
structures, such as TADs, are highly identifiable.
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